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Investors' risk aversion increased in December, and so did their indiscriminate selling. They encountered a market without buyers, especially in the
second half of the month. The result is well known. We were seeking contact
with the invested companies and found little or no evidence of such a negative attitude. The result season, which begins in January, should provide reassurance. The fund performed better than the broad market. The hedging
is working.
Cosmo Pharmaceuticals caused a stir at the beginning of the month. The
company issued a convertible bond. The money is likely to be used for inlicensing drugs, which are to be sold via the distribution company in the USA,
Aries Pharmaceuticals. The market did not appreciate this step and penalized the share massively. The fact that Cosmo received approval for rifamycin in the USA and Europe was completely ignored. This drug will provide for clearly increasing yields and is a ray of hope. Comso will also submit
a reconsideration application to the next instance for the diagnostic drug
LuMeBlue (methylene blue), which was rejected by the FDA in the first instance in May 2018. We should hear more about this in February 2019.
Shortly before Christmas, ALSO makes itself a present in the form of two
acquisitions in Croatia and Poland. It acquires ABC Data SA, which is the
market leader in Poland for IT distribution and cloud services and has a good
presence in 5 other countries. The company has a turnover of approx. EUR
1 billion (approx. 1/8 of ALSO). The majority shareholder (51%) has already
approved the transaction. The timing of the purchase is absolutely right, the
acquisition offers a good opportunity to open up the attractive market quickly,
which would hardly be possible without a takeover. The MCH Group is announcing that from 2020 the two Swiss watch fairs BaselWorld (owned by the
MCH Group) and SIHH (organised by the Richemont Group) will be taking
place one after the other. This was an important point of discussion that the
Swatch Group has repeatedly raised. Financially, this rapprochement is of
little use, but it does help to keep the watch brands at the fair. The MCH
Group share is currently trading at a level that is more or less questioning the
continued existence of the Group. With a market capitalization of only around
CHF 120 million, the company is worth less than it paid for the two acquired
companies MC2 and Masterpiece a year ago. Plazza announced that it had
regained "full occupancy" in both residential and commercial real estate. The
full effect will not unfold until 2019. Thanks to the completion of the Glattgarten development in Wallisellen, the property will be revalued for the last
time in the annual result, raising the value of equity capital to CHF 275 per
share at the end of 2018. When valuing the shares, it should be borne in mind
that Plazza Immobilien operates without interest-bearing debt capital. If it
were to finance 50% of its portfolio with a bank loan, as is customary in the
market today, it could repay capital or significantly expand its portfolio and
thus its profit. IVF Hartmann's business is going well, the popularity of the
Hartmann Easy ordering platform introduced last year is good and above
plan. The construction of the new logistics hall is making progress. It is to be
occupied by mid-2020 and will then lead to significant cost savings. The current investment phase forms the basis for growth and will ensure that customer loyalty and margins increase significantly. The share is a good buy in
the medium term.
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Please find the detailed overview under www.amg.ch
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Please find the detailed performance overview under www.amg.ch

Risk Ratios (rolling over the last 3 Years)
Volatility (p.a.):
Sharpe Ratio (-0.74% Risk Free Rate):
Beta (vs. SPI Small & Mid Cap TR Index):

Breakdown by Sectors
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Real Estate
Utilities
Health Care
Financials
Media
Service Industries
Others
Cash
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Vaudoise Assurance N
Cosmo Pharma N
IVF Hartmann N
Swatch I
Cham Group N
BKW N
Vifor N
Arbonia N
Holdigaz N
Bossard N
ALSO N
bfw Liegenschaften N
Plazza N
BC Genève N
Jungfraubahn N
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